
  The Smithsonian Institution National Museum of Natural History Objects of Wonder Exhibit  
On March 9, Glenview Park District Executive Director McCarty, Grove staff and Red and Katie Kennicott and Kathy Redfield attend by special invitation the opening of the Objects of Wonder Exhibit at The Smithsonian in Washington DC.  

  Katie Kennicott and Kathy Redfield  Objects of Wonder reveal the splendor of the world’s most extensive natural history research collections. It will examine how scientists use these collections to illuminate our understanding of nature and human culture. The exhibition opened to the public March 10. The National Museum of Natural History is the world’s most visited natural history museum. It was founded on a simple, bold idea: New chapters of our planet’s epic story will be revealed, again and again. With more than 145 million specimens and artifacts, the museum’s unparalleled collections 



are the foundation for scientific discovery.  One of the goals The Grove Heritage Association initially asked Steve Swanson and staff to accomplish was to elevate John and Robert Kennicott’s name recognition in the scientific and historic circles. We have capped that goal with the induction of Dr. John into the Agricultural Hall of Fame and now with Robert Kennicott being the only person featured in the new Smithsonian exhibit!   

  The evening began with a reception at Natural History. Many Kind remarks about The Grove, our contingent and Kennicott were made by Sant Director, National Museum of Natural History Museum Dr. Kirk Johnson.  Our group was led from the reception to the exhibit by Smithsonian Advancement Officer Kristen Hunter. At the exhibit curators from the departments represented in the exhibit provided commentary on the objects displayed. Kara Blond, Director of Exhibitions provided the narrative on Robert Kennicott.  



  



  ,   



  Five objects collected by Kennicott were displayed from the vast store of objects he contributed to the Smithsonian. A mounted Red Fox, Herring Gull, fossil Brachiopods, Head Dress and preserved Frogs were included in the display.     

     



 



  A warm Washington evening greeted us at the close of the opening event.          The following day we were taken on a behind the scenes tour of the forensic lab of Dr. Doug Owsley and Kari Bruwelheide, forensic anthropologists at the Smithsonian's National Museum of Natural History. 
  



 We returned two more times to see the exhibit, each time meeting old friends from The Grove. 



 

          



  Brett McNish, Supervisory Horticulturist at the Smithsonian    The skeletal remains of Robert Kennicott are now part of the 145 million specimens in the Smithsonian collection. Kennicott, one of the Smithsonian’s greatest collectors was now collected, catalogued and on display. His skeleton, with that great set of teeth, lie on a bed of crushed glass. The glass reminded me of the icy banks of the Yukon River where he died so long ago, but the crushed glass was used because when washed it contains no dust that could contaminate the skeletal remains.      



  

   In the 1860’s Kennicott’s fellow Smithsonian Megatherium club member wrote, "The Megatheria is revived. Kennicott, God bless him, has come back. Barrel of ale in the cellar. Digestion howls in the Den at Dinner. Jolly Conduction. Advancement of Science. Freedom from carking care. Friendly sodality. This is Home. The Smithsonian is pleasanter than ever.”      I echo Simpsons words about how I feel now that Kennicott's skeleton is at the Smithsonian - 'Kennicott, god bless him, has come back'. And in Kennicott's well-known words of salutation I am sure Kennicott would howl - "How! How!"  



  Smithsonian Castle- Home to the Megatherium Club - Robert Kennicott was a charter member of Megatheria. Kennicott 
lived and worked in the towers of the Castle. 
 


